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Preface

Severino Elias Ngoenha*

The book *Political Economy of Decentralisation* in Mozambique arrives at the right moment on the book market and in the hands of the reader. The major political, institutional and socioeconomic challenges that Mozambique and its people presently face represent an appropriate context to retrace the story of decentralisation and its perspectives for the country.

The book approaches the topic in a multidisciplinary and multisectoral manner and considers different viewpoints, including political, institutional and that of public administration, finances and society.

The authors look at the relationship between decentralisation and democratisation, a subject debated in political sciences: Does decentralisation correspond to a more advanced level of democracy? Regarding its life as a democracy, Moçambique is still a young country and the book provides a clear picture of the history of decentralisation from 1992 to today. Its basic argument is that the political class which has been in power since Independence systematically sought to limit or, on occasion, halt decentralisation. Is this thesis acceptable? And is it sustained by the evidence which the book produces?

In general, it is possible to reply affirmatively to both questions. The fact that the government has increased the number of districts, some of which perfectly overlap with the territory of the respective municipalities, is offered as proof to verify the central proposition. Furthermore, in the context of today’s political discourse around the future, the government’s reservation in increasing the number of municipalities constitutes one of countless demonstrations of how cautious the government’s approach to this subject is.

Looking at the subject dealt with in this book from a more philosophical angle, the following question emerges: How can the decentralisation process contribute, in a visible and significant way, to improving the well-being of Mozambique’s populations, particularly the least favoured ones? The answer is not a simple one.

* PhD in philosophy; Director of the Doctoral School of Philosophy of the Pedagogical University, Maputo; Rector of the Technical University of Mozambique, Maputo.
The initiative of the “seven million”, implemented by the government under the leadership of President Guebuza, was advocated as a measure to combat rural poverty. Although some results have been achieved, studies have shown that most beneficiaries were hand-picked from among the most prominent members of local elites, and the rate of return on what should have been a loan with favourable conditions has been negligible.

The examples show that the impact of decentralisation is not always positive, implying a profound, systematic and rational political, institutional and economic process which needs to be guided by criteria of transparency and administrative rationality.

The book also reflects the interest and love which the authors have for Moçambique and its people. For the Mozambican co-author, the engineer João Carrilho, this affection is intrinsically linked to his many years of work as a professional in the state apparatus, including in the position of Vice Minister of Agriculture, as well as that of independent expert. His work concentrated on key questions relevant to all Mozambicans and for the development of the country: land use and management, and rural development. In the case of Bernhard Weimer, an academic of German origin, his interest is evidenced in the 25 years that he has lived and worked in Moçambique in positions such as advisor to the Ministry of State Administration, lecturer at the Universidade Eduardo Mondlane (UEM), manager of decentralisation support projects and as an independent consultant.

Not all readers will necessarily always agree with the arguments and conclusions put forward in this book, given their own analyses and convictions. However, even those who disagree with lines of thought offered in this book will acknowledge the enormous effort the authors put into analysing and producing data and evidence, as befits an informed and sober debate on a politically controversial subject. From that point of view, the book merits many readers, from all political persuasions and from all corners of the country.

Maputo, June 2017
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